GEOGRAPHY

' THE STUDY OF GEOGRAPHY I S MORE
THAN JUST MEMORI SI NG PLACES ON A
MAP, I T I S ABOUT THE COMPLEXI TY OF
OUR WORLD' - BARACK OBAMA
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RECEPTION CLASS

EXPLORING THE WORLD AROUND US
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CLASS 1

Geographical Investigation

To investigate and make observations on their
local environment (within the school and the
surrounding areas).
To recognise and identify photos / videos of the
local area that are familiar to them.
Can identify countries within the UK from a simple
map and begin to recognise the 7 continents and
the 5 Oceans of the world.
Look at the creation of the Union Jack from
different component flags. Discuss how union
means ‘joined together’.
·

To Communicate Geographically
Describe where an object in in relation to other
objects around it.
To begin to use geographical language in verbal
and written descriptions.
To begin to use the terms ‘physical features’ and
‘human features’ when describing a location
To recall simple facts that identify the four
countries within the UK.

Field work
Draw simple features observed in a familiar
environment.
Write simple labels to describe features in their

Big questions
Why are directions important?
What makes a good map?
What do you know about the United
Kingdom?

observational drawings.

Key Vocabulary:

Map Skills
Follow directions (Up, down, left/right,
forwards/backwards)

Forwards
near

backwards left

nearby next to in front behind

furthest closest

Use own symbols on imaginary map.

location map local area

information sea

ocean river

United Kingdom

England

Draw picture maps of imaginary places and from
stories

right direction

mountain hill

valley
Northern Ireland
City

Town

office

village

house

flat

Wales

map
farm
building

Scotland

globe
factory

shop

street road

CLASS 2

Geographical Investigation

Make simple comparisons between features of
different places, including comparing a small area
of the UK and a contrasting small area of a non –
European country.
Use atlases and globes to identify the United
Kingdom, the 7 continents of the globe and the 5
Oceans. To identify and know the position and
significance of the Equator N and S Hemisphere
and the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn.
Identify the key features of a location in order to
say if it is a city, town, village and describe an area
in terms of rural, urban and / or coastal.
Use areal images to plan perspectives, recognise
landmarks and basic physical features.

To Communicate Geographically
To communicate the differences between
physical features and human features when
describing a location.
To recall simple facts that identify the four
countries within the UK.
Using basic geographical language to refer to
Physical Features and Human Features in the
environment.

Big questions

Field work
To follow directions (as in Yr1) using NSEW and
recognising a compass.

What is the difference between a
continent and a country?
Why is it so cold in Antarctica?

Draw simple features and start to add simple
labels and details to explain what they

observe

in a familiar local environment.

Key Vocabulary:

Map Skills
Add colour, texture and details onto an areal

North

reading a map.
Adding a simple key onto a simple map
highlighting the key details and features.

east

west

United Kingdom England Wales Scotland
Northern Ireland

image of a location.
To begin to understand the need for a key when

south

Equator
City

town
coast port

continent
village

coastal

harbour

Physical features

country
rural

beach cliff
urban

Human features

CLASS 3

Geographical Investigation

To explore the human and physical characteristics of
the different countries that make up the United
Kingdom.
Explore and research the Water Cycle and how this
feeds rivers that shape the land.
How has land use within the UK, changed over time.
To analyse evidence and begin to make comparisons
between two locations. One from the UK and one in
Europe.

To Communicate Geographically
Compare physical and human features of two
different locations.
Gather evidence and explain the physical and
human features of a location and the impact
(both positive and negative) on people who live
there.
To communicate the differences between physical
features and human features when describing a
location.
To recall simple facts that identify the four
counties within the UK.
Using basic geographical language to refer to
Physical Features and Human Features in the
environment.

Field work
To develop the use of eight points of a compass.
Add colour and texture and detail to their own

Big questions
What is good and what is bad about living
near water?
What challenges are there living in a
mountainous region?

field sketches ensuring relevant details are
communicated.

Map Skills
To develop the use of eight points of a compass.

Key Vocabulary:
North south east west
equator

hemisphere

Europe

United Kingdom

·Add colour and texture and detail to their own

England Wales Scotland Northern

field sketches ensuring relevant details are

Ireland

communicated.

features

Physical features
mountain
bank

city

Human

valley coastal
capital

CLASS 4
Geographical Investigation
To explore different countries that make up the
continent of the Americas.
Explore how latitude affects the geography and
climate of a region.
Explore the climate, human and physical features
of a North American location compared to where
we live.
To explore physical features of Volcanoes and
describe where they can be found.

To Communicate Geographically
Compare physical and human features of two
different locations.
Explain the topographical, physical and human
features of a location and the impact (both
positive and negative) on people who live there.
To communicate the differences between
topographical, physical features and human
features when describing a location..

Field work
To understand the use of a compass and to
recognise the key 8 points.
To analyse data to make key conclusions
regarding land use.

Map Skills
To locate a range of places and landmarks on an
Ordinance Survey Map.
To understand and use a 4 digit grid reference to
investigate an area on an Ordinance Survey Map

Big questions
What are the contrasts between different
parts of North and South America?
What would it be like to live near a
Volcano?

Key Vocabulary:
Physical features

Human features

climate latitude

equator

America Uruguay Canada Mexico
Columbia Ecuador
Venezuela

Belize

mountain volcano
fault

Cost-Rica
Bolivia

USA

ring of fire mantle

eruption vent lava crust

extinct core

dormant active

ash

CLASS 5
Geographical Investigation
To use atlases and the globe to find the countries
that can be found in Asia and some of their key
physical characteristics.
Explore the term Biomes and the different biomes
found across Asia.
Compare two separate Biomes found within Asia
and detail their key characteristics and features.
Describe and understand key aspects of physical
geography in the context of earthquakes.

To Communicate Geographically
Compare physical and human features of two
different locations.
·Explain the topographical, physical and human
features of a location and the impact (both
positive and negative) on people who live there.
To communicate the differences between
topographical, physical features and human
features when describing a location.

Field work
To consider how humans or other factors have
interrupted or altered the natural progression of a
biome.

Big questions
What are Biomes and where can they be
found?
How are earthquakes measured?

·Design and create a mini biome and understand
the different features within.

Key Vocabulary:

Map Skills
To explore contour lines on an OS map and
explain how they relate to the physical features of
an area or place.
Demonstrate understanding of contour lines by
producing a 3D representation.

Asia

Biome

Earthquake crust

mantle outer core
Tectonic plates
epicenter
cracks

inner core

seismographs

Richter scale

Rainforest

desert

Vibration
grassland

tundra mountains
Contour line

symbols

CLASS 6
Geographical Investigation
To use atlases and the globe to find the countries
that can be found in Oceania and some of their
key physical characteristics.
Explore the differences in climate across the
continent of Oceania.
Describe and explore some of the geographical
physical features found within Australia.
Explore and describe key ways in which climate
change is effecting the natural
environment.

To Communicate Geographically
Compare physical and human features of two
different locations.
·Explain the topographical, physical and human
features of a location and the impact (both
positive and negative) on people who live there.
To communicate the differences between
topographical, physical features and human
features when describing a location.

Field work
Identifying difference between weather and
climate and how both influence peoples lives.

Big questions
Explore the physical features of Oceania?
Why is the climate changing and how can
this effect us?

Plan and carry out weather investigations within
the local area, compare results with other
locations

Key Vocabulary:
Oceania

Map Skills
To understand and use a 6 digit grid reference on
an Ordinance Survey Map to investigate an area.
Investigate and explain the use of a Scale on a
map and explore differences in scale on different
maps.

Australia

Pacific Ocean
outback
warming

Indian ocean

Great Barrier Reef

climate change global

glaciers greenhouse gasses

atmosphere

temperature

dioxide methane
alternative energy

carbon

nitrous oxide
reduce emission

renewable energy

